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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Recently of the main topic of research is the sensorless vector control of
induction motor drive, In this paper presents the predictive model reference
adaptive system (PMRAS) rotor speed observer, This observer developed
from the classical MRAS rotor flux scheme associated with predictive
adaptation mechanism designed from the Finite Control Set Model Predictive
Control (FCS–MPC) by using a search optimization algorithm for calculate
the rotor position which guarantee a minimum speed tuning error signal at
each sampling period. The effectiveness of the proposed observer proved
with the simulation results, show high dynamic performance speed and
position observed in sensorless vector control process at low and zero speed
as well robustness against motor parameter variation with different loading
conditions.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Induction motors and the field-oriented control (FOC) are widely used in various modern high
performance drive application and acceptance in the electric drives markets worldwide [1],[2]. For many
years, lots of efforts have been made in ac drives to eliminate the speed sensor mounted on the machine shaft
this technology is referred as sensorless control [3]. In sensorless IM drives, several techniques have been
proposed for rotor speed estimation such as extended kalman filter [4], sliding mode control [5], MRAS [6],
artificial intelligence-based estimators [7] and direct calculation method.This models suffer from many
problems which become dominant at low speed range including sensitivity to machine parameter variation,
pure integration effects and inverter nonlinearity. Among these techniques, model reference adaptive system
MRAS schemes are the most common strategies employed due to their relative simplicity and low
computational effort [8],[9]. Rotor flux, back electromotive force (EMF) and reactive power.
Recent research activities in the use of predictive control techniques with sensorless applications
[10]-[13]. In this study presented, the predictive MRAS speed observer based from the classical MRAS rotor
flux scheme associated with the adaption mechanism designed from the Finite Control Set Model Predictive
Control (FCS–MPC) by using a search algorithm developed to ensure the rotor position each sampling time
and minimizing the speed tuning error signal to solve the problems associated with the adaption mechanism
design [14]. The simulation results show improved performance of the predictive MRAS scheme at low
speeds and with different loading also improves the system robustness against motor parameter variations.
The paper is organized as follows; first, start with model of IM, IFOC vector control strategy and the
convontional rotor flux MRAS observer. Then, a predictive MRAS used the voltage model of the classical
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MRAS and the current model represent in the rotor reference frame. This combination realized a robust
observer. After that, the simulation resules are presented. Finally some concluding remarks are stated.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODELS IMs AND VECTOR CONTROL
2.1. The IM Model
After use the vector control, the induction machine can be represented as a two-phase motor in a
stationary reference frame (,  ) and then convert in synchronously dynamic reference frame (d, q) by
applying Park transformation. The mathematical models of an IM can be described by the following state
equations [4],[7],[15],[16].

X  AX  BU
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(1)

With X : state variables, A : system evolution matrix, B : control vector, U : input vector it is represented by
the tension vector.
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Where the electromagnetic torque is
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where isd , isq are the direct and quadrature stator current; rd , rq are the direct and quadrature rotor flux; Vsd ,

Vsq are the stator voltage, all expressed in a dynamic reference; Lm is the machine mutual inductance; Ls is
the stator inductance; Lr is the rotor inductance; Rr is the rotor resistance; Rs is the stator resistance; sl is
slip pulsation; s , r are the stator and rotor pulsation;  is rotor speed; Ce is the electromagnetic torque;

Cr is the load torque; J is inertia; f is friction factor; P is the number of pole pairs; Tr rotor time constant;
Ts stator time constant;  is the leakage coefficient .
2.2. Idirect Rotor Flux Orientation control
The purpose of the flux rotor orientation is to decouple the stator current into flux and torque
producing components, regulated separately, to obtain a good performance IM drive [7],[17],[18]. For vector
control, the rotor flux is oriented in the d-axis

rq  0, rd  r
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The slip frequency is obtained as

sl 
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(5)

The electromagnetic developed torque equation is given by
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(6)

3.

THE ROTOR FLUX MRAS OBSERVER
The conventional rotor flux MRAS speed observer shown in Figure 1. It usually consists of two
mathematical models, the reference and adaptive models, and an adaptation mechanism to generate the
observer speed.

Figure 1. The classical rotor flux MRAS observer

The reference model represents the stator voltage equation in the stator reference frame, It generates
the reference value of the rotor flux component from the monitored stator voltage and current components
which can be written as [3],[19]-[21].
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where r , r are the alpha and beta referance rotor flux components; is , is are the stator current; Vs , Vs
are the stator voltage, all expressed in a stationary reference; p is the laplacian.
The adaptive model represents the current model, describes the rotor voltage equations in the stator
reference frame where the rotor flux components are expressed in terms of stator current components and the
rotor speed. The rotor flux components are given by [3],[19]-[21].
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where ˆr , ˆr are the alpha and beta adaptive rotor flux components;
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The adaptation mechanism generates the value of the observer speed. It is based mainly on the
hyperstability theory the conventional rotor flux MRAS scheme, this is performed by defining a speed tuning
signal   to be minimized by a PI controller, which generates the observer speed that is feedback to the
adaptive model. The error speed is the difference among the product of rotor flux of reference and adaptive
model. The expressions for the speed tuning signal and the observer speed can be given as [3].

  rˆr  rˆr
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(11)

(12)

The velocity variant cross coupling due to speed rotor dependent components in the adaptive model
can guide to an instability issue. Therefore, it is common for the rotor flux equation represented in the rotor
reference frame to be used [22].
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where ˆrd and ˆrq are the rotor flux components all expressed in the rotor reference frame. The implementation
of the rotor frame-based flux model is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The Adaptaive model in the rotor reference frame

4.

THE PREDICTIVE MRAS SPEED OBSERVER
The predictive MRAS speed observer (PMRAS) is developed from the Finite Control Set Model
Predictive Control (FCS–MPC). The MPC is a modern digital control technique that offers a powerful tool to
deal with control problems of power converters and electric drives. The main prominences of FCS–MPC are
its compact design and flexibility to include many additional control targets. By considering only finite
possible states of the inverter, solving the cost function would be straightforward.
The FCS-MPC use to design the adaptation mechanism in MRAS speed observer. An optimization
problem is formulated to find the rotor position in order to minimize the speed tuning signal   .The rotor
position varied between 0 and 2 continuously; a search technique discreted the rotor position into a limited
number of positions to allow calculating the cost function at each of these discrete positions. The predictive
MRAS observer is shown in Figure 3 [23],[24].
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Figure 3. The predictive MRAS speed observer

The search algorithm is shown in Figure 4 starts by calculating the reference model outputs r , r ,
also initializing the base angle
given as

base and the error speed   , and calculating a displacement (i ) can be



i  . 2i
4
where

i

(15)

is the order of the current iteration. The discrete rotor position as follows

i, j  base  i .  j  4
where

(16)

is the order of the displacement. Each discrete position i, j used to calculate the adaptive model

j

outputs corresponding to each individual position ˆr ,ˆr . Therefore, the cost function i, j is calculated for
each position as follows:

i , j  r ˆri , j  rˆri , j

(17)

After eachs iteration, the search algorithm gets closer to the optimal solution, which produces the
minimum cost function throughout the search space, is selected as the output rotor position of the observer.
The speed signal get by the average value of the change in rotor position, dividing by the simple period as
follows [14].
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: The average value of the change in rotor position,
: Recorded of the change in rotor position,
: Simple period.
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Figure 4. The rotor position search algorithm

5.

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, the simulate system used the induction machine, the IFOC scheme for vector control
is driven by two observers speed, the classical rotor flux MRAS with PI controller, the gains are set to
Kp=1000 and Ki=10000 which are tuned using trial error method to obtain the optimal dynamic
performance, and the predictive MRAS with a search algorithm to ensure the sensorless and evaluate
the comparative. Simulation results obtained in MATLAB/Simulink environment.The block diagram of
sensorless induction motor drive with CMRAS/PMRAS speed observers show in Figure 5. The motor
parameters are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Induction Motor Paramètres
Designation
Rated power
Rated voltage
Rated speed
Nominal frequency
Stator resistance
Rotor resistance
Cyclic stator inductance
Cyclic rotor inductance
Mutual inductance
Number of pole pairs
Moment of inertia
Friction coefficient

Quantity
1.5kW
220V
1428rpm
50Hz
4.85Ω
3.805Ω
0.274H
0.274H
0.258H
2
0.031kg/m2
0.00114Nm.s/rd
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Figure 5. Block diagram of sensorless induction motor drive with CMRAS/ PMRAS speed observers

The simulation results presented and discussed from testes the performance of both observers under
the following conditions:
- The speed reference star between times 0.5 and 1.5s augmented from 0 to 100rad/s, then between times
3.5 and 4.5s reduced from 100 to 0rad/s, next between times 5.5 and 6.5s reversed from 0 to -100rad/s
and finally between times 8.5 and 9.5s augmented from -100 to 0rad/s.
- Zero speed between times 0 and 0.5s, also between times 4.5 and 5.5s, morover between times 9.5 and
10s.
- The load torque applying 10 Nm between times 2 and 3s
- The change of rotor resistance up to 50% at time 2s.
- The change of stator resistance up to 50% at time 2s.
In Figure 6, illustrates the sensorless performance of induction motor drive with PMRAS observer,
the rotor speed observer and reference depicted in (a), the rotor position generate from the search
optimization alghorithm depicted in (b), phase current depicted in (c), d & q axis stator currents depicted in
(d), alpha & beta axis rotor fluxes depicted in (e), the electromagnetic and load torque depicted in (f).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 6. simulation results of sensorless performance of induction motor drive with PMRAS observer
(a) rotor speed, (b) rotor position, (c) phase current, (d) d & q axis stator currents, (e) alpha & beta
axis rotor fluxes, (f) torque
MRAS Speed Sensorless Vector Control of Induction Motor Drives Using Predictive .... (Moustafa Zair)
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According to these satisfactory results, the proposed observer show a high dynamic performance,
the FOC control technique ensures a good regulation also a dynamic torque response and full decoupling
between flux and torque. The rotor speed observed precise tracking the reference including low and zero
speed, moreover robustness against a reversal speed, the load torque disturbance variation and very rapid
rejection.
In Figure 7, illustrates the comparative sensorless performance of induction motor drive between
CMRAS and PMRAS observers, the rotor speed observer of CMRAS,measured and reference depicted in (a),
the rotor speed observer of PMRAS ,measured and reference depicted in (b), speed error of CMRAS depicted
in (c), speed error of PMRAS depicted in (d).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. Simulation results of comparative sensorless performance of induction motor drive between
CMRAS and PMRAS observers (a) rotor speed CMRAS, (b) rotor speed PMRAS, (c) speed error CMRAS,
(d) speed error PMRAS

For this important results obtained, the PMRAS show superiority in comparison with CMRAS. The
predictive observer proved a better tracking between the reference and the adaptive model; also reject the
load torque three times faster than the CMRAS.
In Figure 8, illustrates the sensorless performance of induction motor drive with impact of rotor and
stator resistances change, the rotor speed observer of CMRAS and reference depicted in (a,e), the rotor speed
observer of PMRAS depicted in (b,f), speed error of CMRAS depicted in (c,i), speed error of PMRAS
depicted in (d,j).
For this significant results, the PMRAS show again à better quality and performance, also high
robustness against the rotor and stator resistances change. Figures 8(a) and (b) show the rotor speed of both
observers work perfect. In Figures 8(c) and (d) show the PMRAS give a high robustness and more stability
against the rotor resistance change. Figure 8(e) and (f) show again the PMRAS a better robustness against the
stator resistance change with steady and less oscillations then the CMRAS.
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50% step change Rr

50% step change Rr

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

50% step change Rs

(e)

(i)
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50% step change Rs

(f)

(j)

Figure 8. Simulation results of sensorless performance of induction motor drive with impact of rotor and
stator resistances change. (a,e) rotor speed CMRAS, (b,f) rotor speed PMRAS, (c,i) speed error CMRAS,
(d,j) speed error PMRAS

6.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, a predictive model reference adaptive system (PMRAS) rotor speed observer for
sensorless induction motor drives has been presented. These models create from the classical MRAS rotor
flux observer and the finite control set model predictive control (FCS–MPC). The success of this
MRAS Speed Sensorless Vector Control of Induction Motor Drives Using Predictive .... (Moustafa Zair)
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combination proved with the satisfactory simulation results, show clearly excellent observation and
robustness against external disturbances and motor parameter variation under different operating conditions,
especially at zero speeds.
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